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A balanced proper modification of P3

Lucia Alessandrini and Giovanni Bassanelli*

1. Introduction

Since a proper modification M of a Kâhler manifold is not necessanly Kâhler,
ît is natural to ask what kind of weaker geometrical properties are preserved in
this situation. In particular we are interested in the existence of a balanced metric
on M, i.e. a metric such that the trace of the torsion of the Chern connection
vanishes.

We point out that balanced manifolds are, in some sensé, dual to Kàhlerian
ones: in fact, a metric is balanced if its Kâhler form is &quot;co-closed&quot; (see Définition
3.1); moreover, balanced «-dimensional manifolds are characterized by means of
their (n — 1, n — l)-currents as well as Kâhler manifolds can be characterized by
(1, l)-currents (see [Mi] and [HL]).

The classical example of Hironaka ([Hi] or [S]) of a Moishezon non algebraic
manifold X is given by a proper modification of P3; in this note we prove that X
is balanced. From a geometrical point of view, the obstruction for X to be Kâhler
is a curve homologous to zéro on the exceptional divisor E: in a dual manner, our
proof lies in showing that if E is not homologous to zéro then M is balanced. This
resuit is a first confirmation of the conjecture: &quot;Every proper modification of a

Kâhler manifold is balanced.&quot;

About techniques, since positive currents which are (/?,/?)-components of
boundaries are not necessarily closed (see Question on p. 170 in [HL]), we cannot
apply the well known results on (locally) flat currents, and therefore we must
develope a parallel technique for positive dcT-closed currents.

This work is partially supported by MPI, 40% The second author thanks the Department of
Mathematics of the University of Trento for its kind hospitahty dunng the préparation of this paper.
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2. Preliminaries

Let M be a connectée complex manifold of dimension n; we dénote as usually
by Qp the sheaf of germs of holomorphic /?-forms and by êp the sheaf of germs of
^°° /7-forms. Moreover, let $P-P(M)R dénote the Fréchet space of real (/?,/?)-forms,
while S&apos;pp(M)R dénotes îts dual space of real currents of bidimension (p,p).

We will say that T eê&apos;pp(M)R is the (p, p)-component of a boundary if there
exists a current S such that for every cp e SP&apos;P{M), T(cp) S(dcp), i.e. there exists a

(p, p + l)-current S such that T fîS + dS.

Let V be a complex vector space of dimension h, p an integer and ap-=ip22~p.
An élément of yl^&apos;0 that can be expressed as vx a • • • a vp with v} e Fis called simple.

2.1 DEFINITION. ([AA] and [AB]) QeSpp{M)K is called transverse if
Vx eM9Vv e AP(TXM\ v #0 and simple, it holds ^(cr&quot;^ a £) &gt; 0. Te £&apos;p&gt;p(M)R

is called positive if T(O) ^ 0 for every transverse (/?,/?)-form Q.

2.2 REMARK. ([Hl] p. 325-326) A positive (/?,/?)-current 7 has measure
coefficients, and moreover, if ||jT|| dénotes the mass of T, there exists a ||r|-measur-
able function f such that \\fx II 1 for ||7i|-a.e. x g M, and

for ail test forms

Let us prove now our main technical tool.

2.3 THEOREM. Let M be a complex n-dimensional manifold, and let T be a

positive (p,p)-current on M such that dffT Q and the Hausdorff 2p-measure of
supp T, H2p(T), vanishes. Then T 0.

2.4 REMARKS. In this statement, M is not assumed to be compact. If
moreover T is closed, the resuit is well known (see for instance [F]).

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let x0 e supp T; as in [H2] p. 72 we can choose a

coordinate neighbourhood (U, zl9 zn) centered at x0 such that for every in-

creasing multiindex /, |/| p, it holds locally:
(a) if 7i7 is the projection defined by nf(zu zn) (zil9..., zt supp Tn

(b) there exist two balls A \ £ Cp, A &apos;[ ç Cn &quot; p such that (A \ x bA &apos;[ n
supp T 0.

This implies that 7tf\suppT: supp Tn(A&apos;f x A&apos;D-^A&apos;j is a. proper map.
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Fix an /, |/| /?, and call r/*=(7c/|suppT)1|l(r); Tt is a d^-closed (/?,p)-current on
A), hence it can be identifiée with a dcT-closed distribution// on zJ,; since /, is

pluriharmonic, it is smooth.
But %l is a Lipschitzian map, and therefore //2/7(supp/7) =0, i.e. /, =0. Let

I \Ai x
/

Since T is positive, in order to prove 7 0 it is enough to verify that
T(xÂ&lt;oplpl))=0. But in B

(X&gt; p

Tt(FPdziA ^ Z
/ /

therefore

3. Hironaka&apos;s example

Let us recall the définition of balanced manifold, and the characterization of
them by means of positive currents.

3.1 DEFINITION. ([Mi]) A balanced manifold M is a compact complex «-di-
mensional manifold which satisfies one of the following équivalent conditions:

(i) M admits a hermitian metric h such that, if co is the Kâhler form of h,
dœ&quot;-l=0.

(ii) M admits a hermitian metric h such that, if co is the Kâhler form of h and
ô is the formai adjoint of d in the metric h, it holds ôœ 0.

(iii) M admits a hermitian metric h such that the torsion 1-form xh of the

canonical hermitian connection of h is zéro.

(iv) there are no non trivial positive (n — \,n — 1)-currents on M which are

(n — 1, n — l)-components of boundaries.

Let us recall also briefly the construction of Hironaka&apos;s example, which can be

found in his Thesis [Hi] or, for instance, in [S].
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3.2 Consider the projective space P3 with coordinates (x, y, z), and in it the
curve C of équation

z=0

In a little bail near zéro, blow up one branch of C first, then the other; outside of
the origin, just blow up C — {0). Then glue together to obtain the compact
complex manifold X and the holomorphic map

there exists an analytic subvariety E of X such that

f\x_E : X — E -^P3 — C is biholomorphism.

3.3 THEOREM. The 3-dimensional Hironaka&apos;s manifold X described in 3.2 is

balanced.

Proof. Let T be a positive (2, 2)-current on X which is the (2, 2)-component of
a boundary, and let œ be a Kâhler form for P3. f*co is a closed real (1, l)-form
which is positive semidefinite, so that from

we get E 3 supp T.

We need now the following lemma, that we shall prove later.

3.4 LEMMA. Let/: JJf-&gt;P3, C, E, T as before. Then there exists keC such

that T k[E], ([E] dénotes the current defined by [E]{(j&gt;) fReg£ &lt;/&gt; for ail test forms

The previous lemma tells us in particular that dT 0, and therefore

T 35W + ôS™

for a (2, 3)-current S2-3 with dîîS2-3 0.
3S2&apos;3 becomes a holomorphic 2-form on A&apos;, hence the equality

f es2-3 a os2-3 a/*co I a es2-3 a/*co) o
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proves that dS2-3 vanishes, and we get

T d(S23 + S53).

If k were différent from zéro, we should conclude that the exceptional set E is

homologous to zéro, which is not the case (for a proof of this fact, use a

Mayer-Vietoris argument, as is done for example in [Mû]). In this way we conclude
T 0, i.e. X is balanced.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Since dim E 2, for every x e Reg E we can choose a
coordinate neighbourhood (£/, z,,z2) z3) of x such that

EnU {z

As in ([HL] Lemma 32), we get in t/

where the measure /a^ can be written as

Since T is a (2, 2)-component of a boundary, 0

tfi Z -ôsôy taP H- 5* ^/ay + da dy tèp - da dptôy) dz^ a rfz5 a dzp a rfzr.
oc &lt; ô,p &lt; y

For y ^ 3 we get

rra/f 0 for a, 0 g {1,2}
Jra3 is holomorphic for a g {1, 2}
lr33 is pluriharmonic

^s (ra^) is a non négative matrix, it follows raJ 0 for a g {1, 2} and therefore

7 (T!(r33(z,, z2) ® &lt;50(z3)) dz3 a ^/z3 in U.
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In this way we hâve proved that there exists a non négative pluriharmonic map
h : Reg E -» R such that

T\x -SmgE &quot;\E\\X-SmgE-

The next step is to prove that h is constant.
For every x0 e C, Xq^ O, h\f-\(Xo) is harmonie and therefore constant, so that

we can project h to a non négative harmonie map hx : C — {0} -?R.
The following parametrisation of C

tlt(t2-iy z

induces biholomorphisms

which allow us to use the following remark (see [B] p. 402-403): &quot;Let B(O, b) be

the bail of center O and radius b&gt;0 in C, and let g : B(O, b) - {0} -»R be

harmonie and non négative. Then there exist a constant A and a holomorphic
function F in B(O, b) such that

g(z) Re F(z) + A log \z\ for z e B(O, b) - {O}.&quot;

Let /z, (z) ReF(z) +A log |z|; F and A are independent on the radius of the

chosen bail and moreover, replacing z by 1/w, we get F(z) constant. Since hx is

non négative, it must be A 0, hence h{ is constant and h is constant too.
Now, the two currents T and h[E] are 3^-closed and coincide onl- Sing F; if

we prove that T — h[E] is positive, the statement will follow from Theorem 2.3.

To do this, let O be a transverse (2, 2)-form, let x e Sing F, let Kbe a. compact
neighbourhood of x, let {VE} be a fundamental family of neighbourhoods of
Kn Sing F. Since

h

r*(K- V,)

we get

Q &lt; T(y* _ *tno F Q) &lt; T(yM). D
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